An interactive learning environment where the youngest explorers have fun while immersed in content and tools that will prepare them for a successful educational journey!

**VIDEOS & IMAGES**

125+ videos and 350+ photos build upon core background knowledge to support early development by incorporating real-world examples of themes and objects found within the main topical content worlds.

**STORIES**

89 narrated stories teach early childhood themes. These contain stories in English and Spanish, nursery rhymes, and songs. Includes a leveled reading program aimed at guiding emerging readers through increasing Lexile reading levels.

**ACTIVITIES**

400+ activities such as coloring, paint by number, connecting-the-dots, and more are accessible online as well as printable. These activities build upon the ideas and themes covered in the curriculum.

**GAMES**

Through gamification, users can practice problem solving and critical thinking while absorbing information about a topic through active learning. Choose from True/False games, 3 levels of Concentration games, and more!
CONTENT WORLDS OF INFORMATION

A plethora of different worlds of content to explore, including:
- Rainbow Colors
- Counting Numbers
- Wild Animals
- Creepy-Crawlies
- Tough Trucks
- My Body
- People at Work
- Dinosaurs
- Terrific Trees
- Weather
- Animal Homes
- Sea Creatures
- On the Move
- Rain Forest

PLUS a For Grownups section filled with educator resources, including information about World Book's guided reading program, curriculum correlations, and site organization.

PRACTICAL USES

**STORY TIME**

Looking for a new story time book? Dive into our narrated stories featuring Trek the scarecrow where afterwards, kids can play games and be quizzed on the content they read.

**VOCABULARY**

Explore vocabulary and information of interest and importance to young users through our content worlds, which serve as their first interactive, visual online encyclopedia.

**DISGUISED LEARNING**

Early Learning contains games that you can trust! Educational, yet fun games are designed to reinforce reading comprehension and are great for disguised learning.